
Electric Motor option for Viking (from Richard Forster and Brian Marriott)

Inspecting and trying out Peter Shimeld’s Gemma last Tuesday was a good opportunity to
consider the pros and cons of an ‘electric Viking’ option.

General Considerations.

Item Comment

Who will use the boat? We need to poll the members to find out
what the real interest is.

What do we want the boat for? Its speed alone (4 to 5 knots) would seem
to limit Viking to the estuary for nearly all of
her use - it just takes too long to go much
further.   Expeditions and excursions as far
as maybe Randall’s Bay or Charlotte's
Cove would be realistic.
We have Rowan as a work boat with an 8hp
motor, so we don’t need to duplicate that,
but nevertheless Viking could be used for
general work, with a bit more comfort than
Rowan.

Can we get by with our existing outboard
motors?

A very cheap solution is to fit an outboard
bracket.  Don’t know how well that would
work, but might be worth a try.

Pluses and minuses Comments

Cons Appearance. Having panels will
necessitate some sort of canopy,
which may be difficult to integrate with
the rest of the boat without it looking
‘awkward’.

May be manageable with flexible panels
that can be cut to size.
Flex panels are significantly more
expensive.
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Provenance, If we are trying to keep
Viking ‘traditional’ then she should
have a put-put.

Presumably this would mean finding a
‘vintage’ motor.
LBT has several two-strokes (in unknown
state).
Peter Shimeld has the Simplex
four-stroke that he removed fromGemma.
AFAIK he plans to sell it.

Familiarity.  Some of our members are
very experienced with
inboard/outboard motors.

Peter Shimeld has been running his
electric boat for a number of years and
has offered to help, and we have our own
experience with Nancy. We have some
experience with the electric option.
If being used by “random” skippers, we
would need both an induction process
and a skipper’s checklist/guide-sheet.

Power.  If the boat is to be taken out
into open waters where the weather
can blow up then we will need more
than a couple of horsepower.
‘Gemma’ is slow, particularly headed
into the wind or current.

Could fit a more powerful electric motor,
but torque of standard inboard diesel is a
good thing to have if you are caught on a
lee shore.

Range.  Could be an issue if we fit a
powerful motor, or reduce the number
and type of solar panels.

Depends on how much battery we’re
prepared to put in her.

Pros

Simplicity of installation.  The angle of
the Vikings drive shaft  will make it
tricky to connect to the gearbox of a
conventional motor.

Possible solution is a universal joint.

Simplicity of maintenance.  No
separate cooling, lubrication, starting,
fuel, gear box  systems.

As with Nancy, we’d need a schedule of
checks of battery state.
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Simplicity of running. Hop in, switch
on, go.  Almost everything runs from
the tiller/throttle.  Keep an eye on the
power indicators.  No need for driver
to manage fuel, cooling systems,
lubrication, etc.

Battery indicators require more
interpretation than a simple fuel level in a
tank, because the battery changes
character as it discharges.
Firm guidelines for “reserve” charge need
to be set and adhered to.

Safety.  Petrol for outboards and put
puts is inherently dangerous - diesel
less so.  There is some risk of
batteries shorting and causing fire, but
getting rid of the fuel is very beneficial.

Fire risk of batteries depends on the type.
All batteries can create a fire in the wiring
from electrical shorting.
Lead-Acid batteries don’t catch fire
themselves (except when being heavily
charged, then they can blow up).
Lithium Ion batteries are more or less
risky depending on their chemistry (there
are several types.) The recommended
chemistry for marine use is LiFePO4
(Lithium Iron Phosphate), which is
self-extinguishing

Cost.  Electric motors are relatively
cheap, even with batteries and panels
included.  And of course ‘fuel’ is free if
solar panels are installed

Space occupied in the boat.  Electric
motors are small, and batteries can be
distributed under locker/benches.

The environment.  Diesels and two
strokes in particular are polluting.

Noise (passenger comfort).  It should
be easier to dampen the electric motor
as compared to a diesel, let alone an
outboard.

Backup propulsion.  The batteries can
power a small, cheap trolling motor in
case the main system fails.

Provided it’s not the battery that’s failed

Electric propulsion is, at least for the
moment, a topic of much interest.

A real positive
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